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Land and Permanent Fund lncon1e
May Be Deletedfrorn UNM Budget
Laura Tolley
University of New Mexico
President William E. "Bud" Davis
told the Board of Regents Tuesday
that UNM's Land and Permanent
Fund income may be subtracted
from the Instructional and General
budget for fiscal year 1982-83.
This cut has been approved by
the
New· Mexico
House
Appropriations and Finance
· Committee and is expected to be
considered by the er.tire House
today.
It is estimated UNM will receive
$5.59 million from these· funds.
The House is expected to take 90
percent .of this, about $5 million,
from the total I&G budget.
Davis said in the past UNM has
paid for maintenance and other
· minor capital outlay with these
· . funds instead of asking for specific
· appropriations
from
the
Legislature. UNM hasn't found
enough support in the House to
continue this procedure, he said.
President
Henry
Regents
Jaramillo, Jr. said it was, "ex·
tremely disturbing that we haven't
had the opportunity to present the
other side" to the Legislature.
. A decrease from $360,000 to
$250,000 for start--up costs for
the General College was also
approved by the committee. Other
Bill Wachter
fonnula funding was approved as
FDI'mer Wimbledon tennis champion Arlhttr Ashe speaks on
recommended
earlier by the Board
"future 'thinking" during a lecture open to Ill/ students at the SUB
of Educational Finance, Davis
Ballroom Wednesday afternoon {See article page /OJ.
said.
The Regents also approved an

,

increase from $11 to $1 S in
graduate student fees per semester,
Graduate Student Association
President .Ellen Foppes said,
"without the fund increase we
would have had to cut ser'vices
drastically.''
The increase must now be approved by the BEF.
In other business, the' Regents
approved the $440,251 bid by John
R. · Lavis Construction for the
remodeling of the Art Education
facility in the College of Educatin
complex.
Changes in the 1981-82 main
campus budget were also approved
by the Regents.
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants were transferred to the
Restricted Student Aid account,
resulting in an estimated $4 million
jncrease in that account. ~he Land
and Permanent Fund mcome
estimate was increased by $1.8
million to $4.6 million, and the
estimated revenue from tuition and
fees was decreased by $300,000 to
$10.7 million.
A resolution was approved
expressing UNM's gratitude for
Arthur Montgomery's donation of
the Harding pegamite mine in Taos
County.
The resolution stated that the
mine contains more than 50
minerals, many of them rare, and
that
''present and
future
generations of students and
scientists will be able to use this
unique site as a most valuable
outdoor laboratory.''

Drug Abuse Treatment, Counseling Available
Karen Mc:Aipln
Marijuana is now the most
commonly treated drug abuse
problem in Albuquerque according
to the Bernalillo County Mental
Health/Mental Retardation
Center's Drug Counseling· services.
Rick Miera, coordinator of Drug
Counseling
Services,
said
stimulants, both illegal and legal,
are the second most commonly
treated drug abuse problem; third
is inhalant abuse.
Miera said he feels a lot of the
drug abus~ problem is because of
the easy accessibility of drugs:. "As
long as it's available, people are
going to use them,'' he said.
Another problem is curiosity.
Miera said ·the major drug
problem in the North Valley is a

combination of alcohol and
stimulants taken orally or intravenously, both illegal and legal,
among ages 20 to 30. Marijuana is
the most abused drug for ages IS
to 20.
The Northeast and Southeast
Heights problem is mainly among
the adolescent population using
marijuana and stimulants, Miera
said.
· ~:.
In the South Valley, alcohol and
inhalants are the most abused
drugs among ages 14 to 21. he
said.
Inhalant abuse is "probably the
worst problem I've ever. seen in
drug abuse,'' Miera said. ''It is the
most chemically, psychologically
and physically addicting street
drug."
Miera said the Counseling

Service has done a lot of research
on inhalant abuse.
The use of inhalants causes liver
and kidney damage. These organs
are not replaceable and iigo
quickly'' with continued use.
Miera said chances for recovery
from inhalant use is very good.
However, the chance is slim for
complete recovery.
Miera said no chemical treatment is necessary for recovery, and
an inhalant abuser "could stop
tomorrow" without physical withdrawal. There is, however, a strong
psychological addiction.
"A good percent of them
(inhalant abusers) die," Miera
said. Many suffocate or burn
themselves.
Miera said he made a presentation at an elementary school for

prevention purposes and showed
the children examples of
stimulants. After the talk, a young
boy carne up to him and pulled
some pills out of his pants pocket
and asked, ".Is this what you're
talking about'!"
"Albuquerque Public Schools
needs to realize there is a drug
problem," Miera said.
"If a fifth or sixth grader takes
one pill or smokes one joint, it's
drug abuse. They don't know what
life is yet and they're· already
altering their state of consciousness," he said.
''Prescription drug abuse is by
far the worst because of the
purity," Miera said. Drug
counseling for professionals
(doctors, nurses, etc.) is provided

Approval was granted to the
Pathology Department to use a
$190,000 overage from the New
Mexico Medical Foundation to
establish a quasi-endowment to
support the Frederick H. Harvey
Professorship of Pathology.

Graduates
May Have
Higher Fee
Robert Burnson
The University of New
Mexico Regents yesterday
approved a $4 increase in the
graduate student fee from $11
to $15.
The fee increase, passed by
graduate students in a
referendum last ~pril, must
now be approved by the Board
of Educational Finances in
Sante Fe and, if approved,
cguld go into effect during tbe
Fall1983 semester.
GSA president Ellen Foppes
arguing in favor of the fee
increase said that without it
GSA programs would have to
be cut "drastically."
•
The GSA, with a budget of
$75,000, funds research and
travel for graduate stu<_Jents, the
student word processing center
and
numerous
campus
organizations
including
KUNM, the Child-Care Co-op
·and Agora.
In contrast to the pro-rated
fee of up to $14 paid by fulltime undergraduates, graduate
students pay the full GSA fee
regardless of the number of
hours they are enrolled in.
Responding to a petition
signed by 25 part-time graduate
student last July complaining of
having to pay even the $11 fee,
Foppes said all graduate
students have access to GSA
programs.
"The students don't know all
the services we provide,"
Foppes said. "That's one of the
problems."
Foppes also argued that if
Budget Director David Stockcontinued on page 6

continued on page 5

Increases in Enrolltnent Experienced in ·Math Depart111ent
has put the increase at S percent.
Kyner said that math enrollment has
shown a steady increase ot 10 percent a
year over the last three years. These figures
are something that are watched very
closely, he said.
ln assessing the growth in his d~part
melit, Kyner said, "tb a great extent,
students want to study engineering and·
business. They need math for that.''
Staff assistant, Carol Marsh, said the
department is trying to accommodate
increasing student enrollment, but
classroom space is limited.
"We could only get 40 capacity rooms
for some classes," she said. "Sections
were also added and they also fiiled/'

Len Olson

If you tried to add a math class to your
schedule this semester, chances are you ran
into a class with more students than seats
and instructors who were reluctant to sign
those orange cards.
Math chairman, Professor Tom Kyner,
said the problem is mostly because of
increased enrollment in the department
and the lack of ample classroom space
between' 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. when the
demand fbr classes is highest.
"Fall semester showed an increase of 10
percent in the number of students taking
math," Kyner said. "The spring increase is
not as great." He said the dean's office
'

..

.

...'

Along with that is the always present
need for more faculty. Kyner -said he
doesn't have enough instructors to meet
the increased demand for classes.
·
"Last fall we literally ran out of ill·
strllctors," he said.
But faculty numbers have increased with
· the addition of part-time instructors and
'fVI instructors Who handle some of the
classes.
''There are disadvantages to this because
we don't have the office space,'' Kyner
said. These additional instructors have to
share t>ffice space or maintain offices on
the TVI campus.
Class sizes for teaching assistants were

also limited this semester to 65 students.
"This hasn't caused major problems/'
Kyner said of his decision to limit those
class numbers. Last semester, teaching
assistants were often responsible for more
.than 100 students.
"They did!J't have the time to spend on
their own classes," he said.
Stlll · other classes are limited to 40
students or less because of the attention
students need in those classes.
Kyner also said the lower division classes
are not the only' ones showing increases.
Upper division classes also exhibit
enrollment increases as students continue
on in the field, he sai_d.
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Haig Says 'Growing Threat' Necessitates Salvadorian Aid
WASHINGTON~ Secretary of
State Alexander Haig said Tuesday
a "growing threat'' from Cuba
and Nicaragua forced the Uni(ed
States to triple its 1982 military aid
to El Salvador and to consider
other "political, economic and
securitY" sanctions,
But three congressional critics
proposed stopping all security
assistance to the U .S .• backed

Salvadoran junta,
Defending the administration
decision announced Monday to
send $55 million in emergency
military assistance to El Salvador,
Haig said the level of arms
shipments to leftist guerrillas is
near the high levels of a year ago.
''All of the countries in the
Caribbean are confronted by a
growing threat from Cuba and its

new·found ally, Nicaragua,'' Haig
told the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
Haig reaffirmed President
Reagan's "strorlg, reservationsJJ
about sending U.S. combat troops
to El Salvador "except in ex·
tremism." But he would not
specify what other actions the
United States might take.
''1 am not about to lay out a

litany of .actions that may or may
not take place," Haig said. "We
are considering a whole range of
options - political, economic and
security - in response to Cuban
intervention in this hemisphere."
Presidential counselor Edwin
Meese said on the NBC "Today"
show that San Salvador needs the
emergency aid to carry on its fight
to crvsh uarmed terroriSts.''

Assistant Secretary of State
Thomas Enders warned a House
foreign affairs panel that failure to
support the Salvadoran regime
would give "the Soviets and
Cubans a new opening to expand
their power on the American
mainland."
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill,
D-Mass., told reporters "I would
like to go along wherever possible
with a bipartisan policy," He said
he hoped "the administration is
going down the right road" in El
Salvador.
But Reps. Tom Harkin, D-lowa,
Gerry Studds, D-Mass., and Bob
Edgar, D-Pa., introduced a joint
resolution Friday to declare "null
and void" Reagan's certification to
Congress that the Salvadoran junta
has made progress on human rights
required
for continued U.S.
military aid.

NAVY PILOTS fly the world's most advanced aircraft. If you're
physically fit, have a 2.5 GPA and want excitement and world
travel. Up to $33,000 in 4 years.
Contact Aviation Programs: First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central N.E. Suite 1013
Albuquerque, NM 87108
(505) 766·3895 collect

Out-of-Sight
Savings On
Eyeglasses.
--------------------------------,

S15°0 off
all eyeglasses.

The Pearle Vision Centers in Albuquerque have a special offer for
you. Bring in this coupon at time of order and get $15 off a complete pair of prescription glasses. Choose from our entire stock
of fashion frames and lenses. No other discounts apply with this
offer.
C
.
________________________________
J

oupon exp1res 3·31-82

Good at these Albuquerque locations:
4300 Central SE
near Washington
268-2008

4410 Central SW
Central Plaza
831-5326

Haig told the Senate committee
"the threat to democracy from
opponents .of peaceful change is
p!\rticularly acute in El Salvador."
He said guerrillas "supported by
Nicaragua and Cuba are deter.
mined to win by force what they
could not achieve by the ballot."

The additional $55 million in
military supplies raises U.S.
military aid to El Salvador for
1982 from $26 million to $81
million.
The total economic and military
aid package is $225 million, in·
eluding food .and agricultural
credits.

WASHINGTON A "loud
bang" punctuated Vice President
George Bush's trip to the office
Tuesday morning, creating brief
excitement - but no injuries ~ as
something creased the roof of his '
armored Cadillac.
The capital city, recently awash
with rumors of Libyan hit squads
and warnings about international
terrorism, flinched. Within hours,
however, authorities discounted
the possibility the incident was an
assassination attempt.
Bush, saying the incident was
"nothing to laugh about," also
declared, "There wasn't anything
scary about it."
"We're about 99 per cent sure it
was a rock or some similar type
object," said FBI agent James
Vatter. "There is absolutely no
indication there were any metal
George Bush
fragments which would indicate a
attention."
bullet was involved."
Shortly after the incident Secret
The conclusion came after about
four hours of intensive in- Service spokesman Jack Warner
vestigation along a stretch of said, "We heard what appeared to
downtown street where something be a gunshot, but we are not ready
ripped a V·shaped scar several to say so until we have more ininches long in the vinyl roofing of formation."
He said the car definitely was hit
Bush's black limousine.
Bush carried out his day's by "some sort of projectile'' but,
scheduled activities - although "We just haven't determined what
security around him was tightened. that projectile consists of."
The limousine was impounded.
He said too much was being
made of the incident. "At this Investigators cut away a section of
juncture, there is no evidence I the roof for study at an FBI
know to give it disproportionate laboratory.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TICKETMASTER:
Woodward Hall Tues.
2/9 2:00pm, Opening Ceremony
In Person:
Mayor
The Abiding
Harry Kinney
Return ollhe Country
Robert Hicks,
. (Robert Hicks, nominated
Cree Director
lor 1982 Academy Awards)
Covered Wagon (First
Hollylllood western)
Rodey Theatre Wed.
2/10 Noon. The Indian Director·
Phil Lucas, (Choctaw Dir.)
2/11 Noon - Whose Heroes, Whose
Thurs.
Villains, Whose Myths?Ralph & Natasha Friar
2/12 Noon- Works-In-ProgressFri.
Tommie Smith's Broken Rainbow
(Hopi/Navajo land Dispute)
Tues.
2/9 7:30pm, Hollywood Indian Image
Lobo Theatre
Phil lucas,
Broken A now (James Stewart)
In Person:
Choctaw
battles bigoted settlers)
Director, Iron
Eyes Cody, Cherokee Actor
In Person:

In Person:

In Person:

Coming This Weekend

PEARLE

•

To be Antwun(•t•d

Sunda\· • The Lion, The Witch and The Wanlrohe
-A d;t><it· h,1 C.S. i .t·wis
-also appt'aring-

V1s1on center

:"iek l'appis
Int(.lrllatimial Spt.1akt•r-who hus spokt•n
WJ t 'riiH 1'tiily·t. lmpust'."i i11-r; Nulicills

A SEARLE
.. COMPANY

Sat.
2/13 7:30pm, Early Southwest Epics
Simon Ortiz,
A Pueblo Legend (D.W. Griffith)
The Vanishing American
Acoma Poet
(Based on story by Zane Grey)

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR:
SUB Theatre

Wed.

2/10 10:00 am Animated Films
1:30 pm When Legends Die
Richard Widmark as disillusioned
Ute rodeo rider
4:00 pm Make·Be/ieve Indians:
Native Americans in ihe Movies

Thurs.

2/11 10:00 am Early Indian Situation
Comedies
1 : 3 0 So/slice Project World premier of
documentary on Chaco Canyon,
narrated by Robert Redford.
4:00 p.m. The Mollycoddle
Douglas Fairbanks, Wallace
Beery, and Hopis

Fri.

SUB Ballroom

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

2/1210:00 am Hopi Horizons
Unreleased
documentary

1 :30 pm Navajo Code Talkers
Secret role of Navajos in WWII
military action
4:00 pm Navajo Film Themselves
2/10 2:00 pm Awatovi Rare Hopi
research film
2/11 2:00 pm Early Ethnographic
films
• Zuni Series
2/12 2:00 pm Political Documentary
The Water so Clear Thai a Blind
Man Can See

Pre-Registration Required of All Professional, Gold & Individual Passes
For registration information: call277-3917

$250 (Professional Pass) ....•.............••..................•.. Admission to All Events
$100 (Gold Pass} ........ Admission to 1 workshop,3 seminars, plus all general public screenings
$25
(Individual Pass) ..................... Admission to ONE (1) professional seminar ONLY
$10
(Space-available) ..•....•..............•. Admission lfz hour before professional session
• • MORE INFORMATION: contact Native American Studies, 1812 Las Lomas, UN M
Woodward Hall
$3.50 All prices $1.00 off for
Ticket Prices
Rodey Theatre
$2.50 Faculty and Students
For Programs At:
Lobo Theatre
$5.00
SUB Theatre
$2.00
SUB Ballroom
$2.00

Jesus, Aceorcling to the Gospel of Luke

Saturda,· •

In Person:

Wed.
2/1 07:30pm, The Indian Professional
Geraldine
The Outlaw Josie Wales
Keams
(Clint Eastwood)
Navajo Actress
Thurs.
2/11 7:30pm, Karl May Foreign Indian Image
George
Song of the Prairie
Marischka,
(Animated Spoof)
W. German:
Tschetan (Hark Bohm)
Producer/
Director
Fri.
2/127:30 pm, Movies Based On Novels
Richardson
House Made of Dawn (Based on
Morse,
Pulitzer Prize Novel by
Producer I
N. Smtt Momaday;
Director
Richardson Morse, Prod./Dir.)
larry Litdebird,
Santa Domingo Actor
luci Tapahonso, Navajo Poet

PASSES:

3 GREAT MOVIES
FridaY •

February 9-13, 1982
Albuquerque, New Mexico

The administration has made
overtures to Cuba and Nicaragua
to lessen tensions in the Caribbean
and · Central America, he said.
"The answer has been greater
internal repression, acceleration of
arms buildup and a strengthening
of links to the Soviet Union."
Much of the emergency aid is
equipment to help rebuild the
country's air force, badly damaged
last Wednesday in a guerrilla
attack.
Reagan is providing the aid
under the same emergency
authority he invoked last March to
send U.S. advisers to El Salvador.

Vice President's Car Struck;
Officials Investigate Incident

7210 Menaul NE
Sunsquare Center
883-0077

Native American Studies at the
University of New Mexico
Proudly Presents:

1

Symposium Posters

7pm

,.

~

j

•

the Sheik by Harry Fonseca Pre-symposium price $25.00
For 24 hour information ca/1277·6578
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Free Rolf.. Movement Workshop Scheduled

Forum

Life and Related Subjects
by Dave Barry
I think our foreign policy is extremely boring. For
as long as I can remember, which is back to about
fourth grade, all we have ever done in the foreign·
policy line is hate the Russians. It has gotten to the
point where practically any idiot can be Secretary qf
State because all he has to do is periodically an·
nounce that we still hate the Russians. I admit th<Jt
when Alexander Haig talks about our foreign policy it
so11nds as though he is saying something more
complicated than merely "We still hate the
Russians," but this is only because he spent most of
his life in the military and never learned to speak
English.
The result of all this is that Americans no longer
give a hoot · about foreign policy. Oh, sure,
newspapers .are always publishing lengthy stories
about foreign policy, but the only people who read
them are the reporters who wrote them and maybe
their mothers. The rest of us would be just as well off
if newspapers merely printed brief foreign-policy
reports along with the weather:
WEATHER: Partly cloudy.
FOREIGN POLICY: Continued anti-Russian.
I realize President Reagan is very busy, what with
the economy and riding his horse and all, but I think
it would be a really nice gesture on his part if he
came up with some new wrinkles to liven up our
foreign policy. Just think how pleasantly surprised
you would be if Ron appeared on television some
night and said:
"Good evening, I have asked the television net·
works for time to talk to you tonight because a few
of my close personal advisers and I have come up
with a new foreign policy and I'd like to bounce it off
you. First of all, from now on, we're going to like the
Russians and hate Bermuda. I have ordered the Sixth
Fleet to steam around Bermuda in smallish circles,
and first thing in the morning we're going to take all
those nuclear missiles in Kansas, which are now
pointed at Russia, and point them at Bermuda. And
here are some other foreign-policy changes:
"We're going to mine all the harbors in France and
we're not going to tell anybody why.
"We're going to insist that the Palestine Liberation
Organization be given six permanent seats in the
Norwegian legislature.

"We're going to give the city of Fort Dodge, l<;>wa,
to the Republic of Gabon.
"And we're going to send a CIA-trained guerilla
army to blow up every railroad depot in Saskat-

DOONESBURY

Changing how a person moves
can help bring their body into
balance, according to Jane
Harrington,
certified
Rolfmovement teacher.
Harrington will conduct a free
workshop
on
Rolf-movement
today from 7 to 9 p.m. at the

by Garry Trudeau
1/5 yO// KNIJW, I R£ceNTt-Y S!3NT
CON<3!?£SS A 81/..1.. 771/lT /A/1/..1.. PF/J-

H/8ff 7AX 13X!3MP770!/5 FOR S~
<3117W INST!Tl!TIONS. I Pill so
8llf3lzy F!Bf:l< OF MY
OfPO!'RJ

Maybe Ron would start a trend. Maybe, once our
foreign policy had a little zip to it, things would liven
up In other areas, such as television, Television has
become horrendously boring, what with the same
plots week after week on shows like Laverne and
Shirley and 60 Minutes. Every week on 60 Minutes,
for example, Mike Wallace, who has the personality
of a Doberman pinscher except he is less sensitive,
corners some pathetic chemical-company executive,
shines bright lights on him and interviews him to
within ar. inch of his life, until finally the executive
breaks down and admits he has sinned. Just once,
13XACTlY
I'd like to see the interview go like this:
S~ SIR.
Mike Wallace: Well, Mr. big-shot chemical·
company executive, just how do you explain the fact
that your company makes excessive profits and
poisons babies?
Executive: We don't, Mike.
Mike Wallace (chuckling): Then how do '{ou
explain this memo, written on your stationery? Let
me read It to you: "To All Vice Presidents: Lets's
make excessive profits by poisoning babies." And
you signed it. How do you explain that, huh? We
have ways to make you talk.
Executive: Mike, that memo is a blatant forgery,
You typed it yourself while you were in the reception
room; we filmed you on our hidden camera. Look,
you even spelled my name wrong. Not only that, but Letters
we have a tape recording of you selling narcotics to
children in an elementary-school playground.
(Here the police burst into the room and carrv Mike
Wallace, biting and snarling, off to jail).
Editor:
Executive: Well, I'm off to take my son's Cub
Question: How many Fiji's signed the Declaration of Independence?
Scout pack to the zoo.
Answer: None, they couldn't find a spray paint nozzle small enough Ill
If the anti-boring trend really gets going, it might
Come on you chumps, clean up your act and the graffiti or we will be
even infiltrate the schools. We could stop requiring cheering;
children to read books by James Fenimore Cooper or
Go Fiji's go,
to learn what the ancient Greeks and Romans
Go Fiji's go.
thought. Besides being boring, the Greeks and
Out the door and into the cold
Romans were wrong about almost everything
Go Fiji's go I!!
anyway.
Mark Duggan

I

Fiji's Asked To 'Clean Up Their Act'

Location of New Prison Opposed

Letter Criticizes Apodaca Article
Editor:
I am writing in response to the article in the Feb. 2,
1982 edition of the Daily Lobo concerning Governor
Jerry Apodaca's speech to the ASNM Convention.
Contrary to the lead paragraph of the article, Gov.
Apodaca did address student issues such as tuition
(as later mentioned in the article) and the federal cuts
in educational programs such as BEOG, SEOG, and
student loans. Gov. Apodaca also addressed factors
in the economy such as inflation and the future of
jobs, both in New Mexico and the country as a whole
- issues which most definitely affect the students of
New Mexico and their future. I was also disappointed
in the generality of the headline which I feel was

misleading to your readers. It stated that student
leaders criticized Apodaca when in fact a) the article
only said they were disappointed in the speech, b)
this generalization seemed to be based on a sample
of two persons, and c) no student leaders from UNM
(of which there were many) were interviewed. As a
result of this I feel the article was unfairly derogatory
to Governor Apodaca. As director of the ASNM
Convention I would like to thank Gov. Apodaca and
forrner Attorney General Toney Anaya for taking time
from their busy agendas to address us.
Bill Littlefield
ASUNM Vice President

Editor:
In my letter to the editor I would like to address the article you recently
published on Senator Aragon's efforts to establish a correctional facility
west of Albuquerque.
The people of the West Mesa have ALWAYS STRONGLY OPPOSED
the building of a correctional facility in their community. They DO NOT
want the facility now or everl Even the Correctional Department
recognized the simple fact that the Community is VEHEMENTLY
AGAINST this action. Why doesn't Senator Aragon hear these protests?
Why doesn't he consider Grants a community who has expressed a
GENUINE interest in the facility. Doesn't he realize the money he would
spend in Grants would be CONSIDERABLY LESS (even taking transportation costs into consideration) than to build the same facility west of
Albuquerque? Why are the rights of the people in the West Mesa sud·
denly forfeited because of an overbearing bureaucrat? I urge your readers
to call Senator Aragon and voice their opinions on this issue which will
have far-reaching effects on the community of Albuquerque as well I His
number in Santa Fe is 827-2273.
Jeanette Rampone

New Mexico Daily Lobo.
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basement of the SUB.

Organizations requesting funding from the Graduate Student
Association· must submit budget
applications to the GSA office by 2
p.m., Feb. II.
Applications can be obtained at
the GSA office, room 96B, in the

Budget requests will be considered by the GSA finance
committee Feb. 14 through Feb.
24.

J
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Assertiveness is not aggression
or manipulation, according to
Landra White, facilitator of two
basic
assertive
techniques
workshops to be held at the
University of New Mexico

-Abuse-continued from page 1
with a very high level of confidentiality. Anyone interested in
this type of counseling can contact
Meira personally.
Miera, who has been with the
Drug Counseling Service since
1972, said that prior to 1976 the
Center was mostly treating ages 12
to 15. In 1976 the age of patients
rose to 21 and in 1978, the average
patients were again teenagers.
Now "every year the population
of drug abusers gets older," Miera
said, "We hardly sec kids
anymore." Currently, the average
age of patients is 26 to 28, he said.
The service's primary function is
patient treatment, he said. No
government funding is currently
available for prevention programs.
"We all do our share of
freebies," Miera said. The
counselors do not get paid for
prevention activities; they do
provide prevention services for
health education classes, nursing
programs and to the public
schools, he said.
Miera said most patients seen at
the Center are referrals from
probation officers or judges.
The Center offers one-to-one
counseling, group activities, family
counseling
an
marital/coUple
counseling.
Miera said the Center receives an
average of two to three phone calls
each day from parents who find
drugs in their children's rooms or
cars.
A drug information session is
held every Wednesday evening at
6:30p.m. at 1330 San Pedro, NE.
It is not a therapy session, but a
meeting to give the public and
concerned parents information on
drugs, Miera said.
Anyone interested in attending
should "just show up," he said.
The fee is $3 per family. All
other drug therapy is on the
BCMH/MRC
sliding
scale,
depending on the person's income.
The Counseling Service serves
five counties: Sandoval, Valencia,
Torrence, Cibola and Bernalillo.
It is funded by the National
Institute of Drug Abuse and the
State Drug Abuse Authority of the
Health
.and
Environment
Department, the State of New
Mexico, the County of Bernalillo
and the City of Albuquerque .
The administration offices are
located at 1015 tijeras, NW. For
information call 843-6512 .
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Organizations making requests
must make an appointment to
appear at the budget hearings with

their graduate student representative.
Organizations will be considered
on the basis of size, originality of
proposal and need of funding.
Requests to fund activities which
overlap with existing programs will
not be considered.

Center's Assertiveness Seminar Set

, ...•... l>tmnc McGregor
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moving more freely and more in
balance Within the field of gravity.
"The ways you move and hold,
or release tension in your body
affects your self-image and the
ease and efficiency of your
movement patterns,'' Harrington .

GSA Funding Requests Due in February

cheWan.(/

Letter

UNM Women's Center, 1824 Las
Lomas NE ..
In the workshop, participants
will explore the principles of Rolfmovement,
a
system
of
"movement education" based on
concepts developed by Or. Ida P.
Rolf, and work with new ways of

(3 doon wc-~1 ol Your Drug}
4 J06lomos ctWoshlnQton

265·8646

'J

Women's Center.
The workshops will present basic
concepts and methods, with an
opportunity for discussion of
personal situations. Role-playing
may be used and outside practice
will be encouraged.
"Problems arise in determining
your legitimate rights in a situation
and balancing those with the rights
of others," White said. ''What you
get oUt of the group will be

Spanish Classes Offered
Carlos M. Morales

Intermediate classes will meet
Tuesday and Thursday from
3;30 to 4:30p.m. in Ortega 109
and Monday and Wednesday
from 4:15 to 5:15 p.m, in
Ortega 241.

Beginning and intermediate
level Spanish classes are being
offered free of charge to
University of New Mexico
faculty and staff this semester.
For more information about
Beginning clas.ses are being
courses and how to register for
offered Tuesday and Thursday
them call 277-2961.
from 8 to 9 a.m, in Ortega 113
and Monday and Wednesd~y
Classes will begin today and
from 4 to 5 p.m. in Ortega 217. Thursday.

Traditional Culture Presented
Carlos M. Morales
Traditional food and music from
a different country will be offered
every other week at the International Center, the center's
director said.

determined by your needs and your
Joana McNamara said the
input.-"
There will be two se~sions: Feb. foreign lunch program begun in
4 to March II on Thursdays from the fall of 1980 had to be
12 to 2 p.m. and March 23 to April discontinued because of many
problems.
27 on Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
The workshops are limited to
"Basically I just didn't have
UNM students, staff and faculty. enough time to run the program
There is a $2 materials fee and smoothly and make a nice
participants must pre-register in presentation, McNamara said,
person at the Women's Center, "and of course there is never
1824 Las Lomas NE.
enou11h money,"

McNamara said instead of
having a hmch she decided on
having "Cultural Nights" to try
and draw more students and
faculty to the center at a more
convenient time.
"Most students here think
because the center is called in·
ternational that only foreign
students can come here. The !ruth
is that all students are welcome
here. I want to help American
students learn about foreign people
and countries and to get foreign
students
aquainted
with
Amerir.ans," McNamara said.
• She said the "Cultural Nights"
should start in February and that
everyone is encouraged to attend,

THe secReT CITY
sweepsTAKes

THe QUeST Of

·

here's a city in Eur?Pe-you could tra~el there free.
So unravel· these nddles' and uncover zts
. kP'~.r
\}
~
·,

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each
week In February. Write your answer in the blanks below
.. each riddle. The letters With numbers below them corres·
pond to the numbered spaces In the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PU.RCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize consists of two ·regular round-trip economy airlares
to the secret city, 3Q.day Eurail passes~ American Youth Hostel
passesj two backpacks and $1000 In cash.
3. Cutout_master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" X 5';card. Print your answer along with your name and address. Mail
to Secret CitySweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. Ti1e first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a-poster as an
entry prize.
5, All entries must be received by 3/15/82, Enter as often as you
wish, bUC each entry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3122182 by
the Highland Group, an Independent judging organization whose
decision Is final.
7; Sweepstakes void whete prohibited, taxed or othei'V{ise restricted.
8. All poteritlal winners may be required to sign· an affidavit of eligibility to verify compliance with the rules Within 30 days of receipt
of same. For a list of prize winners~ send self~addressed, stamped
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group, 16
Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851.

WHAT AM I?
So small and yet so s~ng
Life is never helter skelter,
When I travel, the pace seems long
ret I never lack a shelter.

8
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Ugliest Man
Contest Set
As Fundraiser

SOMETHING MORE
1knew that there must be something more than !;ommon,
daily activities. Even'' being a good Christian" didn't satisfy
me. By looking at others, I knew that it didn't satisfy them
either.

Eilene Vaughn

I was raised by seeking Christian parents. They were
seeking because they hadn't found anything satisfying. Just
living lor God, being good, and le~rning doctrin':'s. did _not
fill the emptiness of life in them or m me. These thmgs Just
seemed to divide Christians and cause trouble.
Eventually, I found .that there was something more. I can
enjoy God. I can enjoy all that God is and all that He h~s ac·
corn plished. He is no longer an objective, far away bemg to
me. He is a living, active Person within me.
,

Cliff Holt

William E. "Bud" Davis

Even while jogging, I've enjoyed calling on Him, talking
to Him, and being filled up with Him! I've found the

"something more" that satisfies me.
Robert W. Danek

You are invited to enjoy a
meeting with

CHRISTIANS ON CAMPUS
Today at 12:00 noon
in Rm. 250-A (SUB)
Randy Boeg/in

Gwinn "Bub" Henry

Mexico Daily Lobo, 1•\,bruary 3, 1882

Arts
Shiprock Message Arrives at UNM
Elizabeth Cohen

Who is the UGLIEST man on
campus?
Everyone will have a chance to
vote for their choice in the Ugly
Man on Campus Contest sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, a coed service organization.
The candidates are William E.
"Bud" Davis, president of the
University; Marvin D. "Swede"
Johns()n, vice president for student
affairs, development and alumni
relations; Randy G. Boeglin,
associate dean of students; Gwinn
"Bub" Henry, director of alumni
relations, Leon E. Griffin,
chairman of the health, physical
education and recreation department and Cliff Holt, director of
the New Mexico Union.
Voting will be today through
Friday from II a.m. to I p.m. at
the north end of the Student Union
Building and east of Mitchell Hall.
Donations of any amount are
asked for from anyone wishing to
vote.
Proceeds from the contest will
go to the United Way, Bee Sager,
spo_kesperson for A-Phi-0, said.
· The candidate with the highest
donation will be crowned with a
gilded paper bag and awarded a
plaque and a plunger at the .LoboUniversity of Texas at El Paso
basketball game Saturday, Sager
said.

N~·w

trucks and slow rides to Isleta,
seem strange because
filled with bags of bar beque potato
it's too easy to
One More Shiprock Night by Luci chips and bottles of Pepsi. "This is
be sliding into nights
Tapahonso
Poetry?" the reader may be
and people that seem like once
Tejas Art Press, San Antonio, asking, remembering Whitman as
yet last too long
1981
he sang the body electric. The
answer is yes - and at times it's
and i saw those cablights
Not very many people read even fairly effective poetry, What
and knew again how easy it is.
poetry. That is, not very many Tapahonso is writing about is life
people really read poetry .in the sit- viewed through her particular
At times the poetic style of
down Saturday afternoon-for-fun temperament, that of a young Luci Tapahonso seems a bit
sense of reading something. The woman growing up in a particular adolescent and over-relaxed,
reasons for this are somewhat cultural setting. Each poem ·Although she is a grown woman
unclear, Perhaps most people had contains a story or the elements of now, many of her observations are
a brief adolescent flirtation in high · a st()rY and has the power of childlike and immature. Also, One
school with Eliot or Keats. and carrying one into the space where More Shiprock Night is littered
came away thinking poetry was that story takes place, a sign 9f with inacurate grammer. In spite
obscure stuff for hard-core in- effective writing. Example;
of these complaints, however, the
tellectuals and writers to concern
PICKUPS AND THINGS
poems in Tapahonso' s new book
themselves with. If you are
i saw the cablights,
are well worth reading. She has a
S9meone afflicted with severe
dots of bright orange
talent for capturing moments in
hatred or paranoia of poetry you
before i saw the pickup below
brief casual descriptions that
might sample the recent work of
makes these poems delightful and
Navajo poet Luci Tapahonso,
it blends well
easy to read.
Native American poetry in
into the darkness
general has a distinct flavor to it, a
of nights and bar parking lots.
flavor which often encompasses an
hard, solid colors
ironic humor, a glimpse into
run together into one.
another culture and simple straight
forward language. This flavor is
~er'\'iee
it rides smooth,
certainly the case for Ms.
quiet and low
Tapahonso, who is currently
but i always liked trucks
teaching a course here in creative with hard, standard shifts myself.
Concepllons SoulhWnt Musicians, Filmwriting,
makers, Dancers ·and Perfonneu: Conceptions
In her latest publication, One automatic transmissions on trucks
wants you. Submit proposals for the spring Performance Series to Marron Hall, room JJJ. Writers
More Shiprock Night, Tapahonso
are just too easy,
and artists take submissions for reproduction In the
has
written
poems
and
i tell myself,
m8gazinc to the ASA Gallc:'Y (pictures), or Marron
Hall, room 131 (words).
prose-poems . which
are things should lake effort, thought
Students for Sun'lv•l - Halt the Arms Race,
straight-forward episodes from
and a bit of fear
meeting Wednesday at noon In room 236-E of the
SUB.
people'; lives told in her distinct
to make it good.
ASUNM FJI.M C0MMI1TEE
stream-of-consciousness style.
Wednesday, 0 p.m. - ''Black Briuainica Jg,78
tapahonso writes about ordinary
but pickups and other things
Documentary on the radal problems plaguing
Britain,
life - subjects such as pick-up
we never talked of

Up

Come Help Us Celebrate Grandy's New Location
4701 Ccntr:1l N .E. • 265-2510
'•ll'nh~ lrl!m lliluud l'lwah•n

Regist.er for this w~'lik's prize, a 19 Inch Color TV
To he given awa~· Frida)', Fd>. 5th ;1! 12:00 Noon
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Only~Days Left

to Enroll for
UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE
Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available,}
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning Jan. 18, on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays from 1-3pm; or mail applications and
· payments now to the local representative's office at the
address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Me~ico .87110 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982

10

Thursday, 7 and 9d5 p.m. -"Jules and Jim"
1961 Francois TruffaUI, s-ub~ltlcd,

Department of Dance
Dances for Dinosaurs
The UNM dance department will
give a fundraising concert Friday
to benefit the proposed New
Mexico Museum of Natural
History.

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!

The program of original dance
works, Bailor; Ahora y Siempre,
will be presented iri Rodey Theater
at 8 p.m.

Leon Griffin

Choreographers offering their
works, which include pieces in
both flamenco and modern dance;
include Lee Connor, Eva Encinias,
J cnnifer - Predock and - visiting
professor Jim Coleman, who is
teaching modern dance here this
semester. The first half of the
hour-and-forty-minute
program
consists of modern choreography
featuring "The Times" by
Coleman and Freedman. Jennifer
Predock and Jim Linell's stilt
dance "Above It," which was first
presented in last falls faculty dance

The Team
3 on 3 Basketball
(1 to r) James Kloeppel, Mark Leffingwell,
John Gunther and David Dexter

The Taco Villa athlele "ot the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staH, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T-SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT D~INK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DilliNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEIIi SAUCER!

concert Dancescape, will also be
included.
The second half of the performance will consist entirely of
Flamco
presented by Eva
Encinia's, Compania del Ritmo
Flamenco. Tliis 'is a local dance
troupe that has gained a reputation
for their use of traditional
Flamenco and modern dance
adaptations. If you haven't caught
a performance by this troupe
you're missing something unique
to Albuquerque.
A $5 ticket donation will offer
an evening of original dance and
the opportunity to help make a
museum of natural history a reality
in New Mexico.
A reception will follow the
performance and the audience is
invited to attend.
·
Call the Fine Arts Box Office at
277-4402 to reserve tickets to
Bailor; Ahara y Siempre.

Friday, 1 and 9:15 p.m.- "'Short Eyes" life on
the low rutlg as a child moleSter in prison.
Saturday, 7, 9 and 11:15 p.m.- Triple Horror
Feature. Three. movies for the prlte of one in a
benerit (or the Conceptions SW Film Festival,
.. Them'' Giant ants take over: "The Man Who
Laughs'' Victor Hugo on Olmr "The Little Shop Of
F-lcrrors" Low·Dudgel Shock·Shlock,
Public: Admlnlsl11111fon Gradualt SludenU Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Mesa Vista Con·
fcrence room, third noor.
SUB Enltr1alnmenl - Flamenco Guitarist Randy
Rane, WC:nt'5day at noon in the Subway Station'.
Gn~duatt: Womtn Suppor1 Croup Meeling
Thtlrsday at 1 p.m. at City Books, 139 Han•urd SE.
Wagon Whctl~ Square Danct' Club -

Square

dante your buckles off ever)' Thursday night at 7
p.m. in the SUB Ballroom,

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE

DEADLINE

.....
1~~L~JJk,~....
...
,...,...,...,...,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.

Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson

-Fee
continued from page 1

r----------------------~--------~
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THE SHAMELESS STUDE~T BRIBE:

I

! FREE medium drink with !

_________________________________
:any
purchase.
.Coupone~~~~=~ JI

man's proposals for cutting
student fina11cial aid, including
eliminating the Guaranteed
Student Loan program, are
enacted, graduate students will
be more reliant on dSA sevices.
"Students are going t<i be
more pressed," she said.

,.....
....,.,., ll..i.

.....lill171i
CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
BllrL SQUEEZE BOTILES
$2.00

Casey Optical Co.
(3 doon WUT of Qe..:all Orut;~)

Fri & Sat Feb 5th· 6th

-

l MAS AT WASHUiGTON l6S·B846
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Old Mesilla, one of the most popular tourist attractions on the San Juan de
Onate trail, is a favorite spot for El Pasoans to visit.
Las Cruces, in front of the Organ Mountains, seeks to defend its water rights in court.

Mesilla VaUey Caught in Battle

This Mesilla Valley home, belonging to the mayor of
Anthony, N. Mex., is where Jose Cuellar lives.

Stahman Nut Farms, the largest of its kind in the state.

To most New Mexicans and Texans, the current
controversy over water ·rights has been centered
between the two cities of El Paso and Las Cruces.
Betwe~n the two cities lies a strip of rich farmland
called the Mesilla Valley, Its residents stand to lose
more than either of the two cities.
Jose Cuellar has raised cotton in the valley most
of his life.
"My well has some of the sweetest water
around," he said. "We had to dig almost 100 feet
to reach it. If El Paso wins; it'll probably go dry."
Father Villedas, pastor of the parish of San
.Juan in La Mesa; said, "We're so isolated here
that we didn't even know about the water issue
until very recently."
But small farmers and towns are not the only
ones who stand to suffer, A spokesman for Stahman Farms, the largest pecan growers in the state,
· said "El Paso's winning would have a disastrous
effect on not only us, but all irrigated agriculture
in the area. This suit threatens our very existence.''
Story and Photos
By Joe Cavaretta
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Check us out

Where in town can you get this
much variety under one roof?
Hamburger
Nobody offers better quali"ty at a better price.
Hamburger(% lb. with mustard, pickle, tomato, lettuce, onion) ...... $1.18
Cheeseburger (same as above with American cheese) .............. $1.29
Cheeseburger Basket (same as Cheeseburger and loaded with fries) ... $1.59

Breakfast

.Pastries

You can spend more elsewhere,

Would you like to get what

1 Omel:~t-~~-~ ~i.l~ ~r~~-~b~~ -~~~ ~~~~:. _95
I

I

I
1

you paid for? Here it is!
Doughnut holes ...............•.. : ..... 05
Large Ca ke Doug h nut ................... . 20
Large Bear Claw ....................... .35

3 eggs choice of hash browns or toast
Breakfast sandwich ...................... 95
Toasted muffin, ham and cheese
Huevos Rancheros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
1 egg any style, hash browns or toast

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
I
1

New Mexican Food

I

1
I
I

What makes our New Mexican Food the best?
We Care!

1

I
Egg Burrito with beans ............................. $1.50
I
choice of red or green chili with lettuce tomato
I
I
Stuffed Sopaipilla with beans ...........•............ $2.49
choice of red or green chili with lettuce tomato
I
I
Bean Burrito Plate ................................ $1.69
I
with beans, rice., sopaipilla, lettuce tomato
I
Pita
Ice Cream & Yogurt
I
I
I Who else offers 12 different
Who can say no?
I
pita sandwich fillings?
Single cone .35 double cone .60 triple cone .751
I 1 Sandwich ..............•........99
Frozen yogurt cone .45 dish .65 shake .90
I
Beverages
Del·•
1I
you say no to these prices?
How do we make a better deli
I
I Coffee Can
.... 05 before Sam and after 4pm, 25~ regular
sandwich than anyone else? We
I Soft Drinks sm 12 oz..39 md. 16 oz.•49 lg. 20 oz..59
make it your way!
I
&

&

&

San Jose Church in La Mesa,N. Mex.

The city of Ei Paso is the second fastest growing city in the U.S. Water utility
officials there say the city needs New Mexico water "for continued
growth.'"

Jos/Cuellar

March 1 Deadline Set for Photography Contest
The New Mexico Doily Lobo
today announced its fourth annual
photo contest and explained some
of the differences contestants in
this year's contest will see.
Bill Wcch ter, Doily Lobo
photography editor, said, "This
year's contest, unlike last year, will
have two categories - news and
feature photography. This will
allow a broader range of
photographers to enter by offering
a category for many of our non·

journalism photographers."

will be two selections of $100 Mexico Magazine Photographer
worth
of photographic paper one Mark Noh! and UNM Art
However, he said, no darkroom
donated
by Reed's Camera Center Professor Beaumont Newhall, a
manipulation will be allowed as in
last year's contest because "this is and and the other donated by renowned art historian and
a
newspaper
competition. UNM Photo Services; second prize photographer.
Disallowing
darkroom will be $50 gift certificates from
Entries will be accepted immanipulation of photographs, KLR Audio/Visual; and third prize mediately in room 138 at Marron
except for dodging and burning, will be $25 gift certificates from Hall and must be mounted, larger
will keep the photographs more Kurts Camera Corral.
than 5 by 7 inches and smaller than
representative of the real world but
16 by 20 inches.
Contest
judges
will
be
not specifically in news events."
A I b uq uerq u e
J ou rnol
Contestants must be UNM
For both categories, first prize Photographer Jim Fisher, New students and only black and white

Ha rrv:!EP,H'9SH!OGS
(next to the Lobo Cam pus Pharmacy)

AU NEW Video Game Room!

photographs Will be accepted. Each
contestant may enter up to three
photographs in each category.
Each entry must include, on a
separate sheet of paper, the
contestant's name and social
security number, the number of
entries and which · category the
photograph is being entered under.
Deadline for entries is March I
and and winners will be announced
in a special issue of the Daily Lobo
March 8.

I

Choice of 9 meats, 6 breads & 8 cheeses 2.19

I

1

I
I
I
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Soup

Salad Bar

Nobody does it better!

Create an Original

3 fresh soups daily ................•.. 85
Chili Con Carne ..•.....•........•.... 95

What'syourfavorite? We offer over 34
different toppings • . . . . . . . . . • 15¢ per oz.

1
I
II
I

Hours: M-F 6:30am to 8:00pm
Sat Bam to 2 pm (Country Store only)

I
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I

GOOD!

I New Mexico Union Food service I
-------------------------1
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CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
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Arthur Ashe Speaks on Life, Careers, Insurance
Steve King
rormer U.S Open and Wimbledon champion Arthur Ashe
spoke in the New Me~ico Union
Ballroom Tuesday afternoon as a
representative for Aetna Life and
Camalty Insurance Company.
But Ashe spoke on more than
insurance, offering insights on his
career and future.
Ashe, who graduated from
UCLA in 1966, said he was interested in making something of
him sci f before playing professional
tennis. "There W'IS no such thing
as professional tennis back in the
early sixties," said the 38-year-old
Ashe. "I went into the Army for
two years figuring that a com-

CONTACT LENSES .

mission from West Point couldn't
hurt for some future references,
"When I got out of school, I
knew that I would play tennis but I
still wanted to have some kind of
floor just in case something
happened to me_," added the 1979
victim of a career-ending heart
attack,
It is usually a traumatic experience when someone has an
injury that is bad enough to stop a
budding career, but Ashe has a few
solutions. "For example, Ralph
Sampson (University of Virginia
basketball player) borrowed $7,000
to get a life insurance policy to
protect him in case he gets injured
before turning pro. That was some
smart long range planning on his

· Covered

Hard or toft
Student Prices
. EYE .DOCTOR SERVICE

·

.,.,.ago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOVy'N

4304Vr- Lema• • Waahlnglon
·2&5-3828

J)oonies

CORNEROFCENTRAL&UNNERSITY

--SPEC~. 79¢
2 Hamburgers ..... .
3 Rolled Tacos . . . . .
. 99¢
Deluxe Hamburger ............... 65¢
(includes: lettuce, tomato, pickle, raw onion)
1
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We also have fish, shrimp,
clams, BBQ and chicken.

\ji_}QQlUf.S_ CENTRAL &UNIVERSITY

part that other at!)letes don't sponsored sport - in fact 90
make.
percent of a tennis player's paid
"Most athlete> figure that they eflrnings are paid by companies
will be making $50,000 for the test and not by gate-receipts like most
of their lives and are usually in people think.
trouble when there careers are
"I played in a tennis tourney in
ended via the injury route."
Hartford, Connecticut and sat next
Ashe met many people in his 12- to the President of Aetna every
year tennis career, but the most year of its existence, When I h!ld
influential was the President of my heart attack I was offered a job
Aetna. "Tennis is a heavily as a consultant to his firm and

Estes 'Rages and Raves' in Lecture
Steve McPeek
Womens athletic director Linda
Estes "raged and raved" yesterday
in her lecture she gave as part of
the "Last Lecture" series.
Estes said she had no idea of
what she wanted to talk about
when she was approached to speak
as part of the series, which
pr~sumes
the speaker will be
making the last speach of his/her
life.
But when when she was told her
that she was to give the lecture as if
it would be her last, she decided to
"rage and rave about the things
things that I have raged and raved
about my whole life."
Estes talked about the things
that have been important to her
life - political involvement, equal
rights and athletics. Estes said she
thought that politics was an
honorable profession, politicians
were honorable people and she
thought that the New Mexico state
le~islature was doing a good job.
"The people who don't think the
legislature is doing a good job are
those special interest groups who
want the legislature to 'rubber

Work in
Sunny
California
overlooking
the blue
Pacific
Relax on the Beaches, In nearby Mountains and Desert.
Civilian career opportunities with the U.S. Navy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• MECHANICAL
• SOFJWARE
Responsibilities include design development. test evaluation and operation of Naval missile systems.
·

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S. Citizenship

tOOl: it so I could help the
minorities get into the insurance
business."
Today, Ashe is not only with
Aetna but is involved with several
projects. "I made my 10-year plan
two years ago. I like to write so I
write a column every other week
for the Washington Post. I also
have a job with ABC to do some
sports shows, 1 keep busy."

stamp' legislation they want,"
Estes said.
Estes said she felt it was everbody's responsibility to . be
politically involved. "If you're not
part of the solution, you're part of
the problem.''
Athletics and politics, Estes said,
should not be completely separate
from each other. She cited the
example of Alabama football
coach Bear Bryant who refused to
come forward and take a stand on
the integration issue until it became
oblivious that he could not win
with an all-white team. Estes
contrasted this with the efforts of
Billie Jean King and Muhammad
Ali who have been politically active
over the years.

"In my opiniori the world would
be a better place with more people
like Billie Jean King and
Muhammad Ali who take stands
and make this a better place to
live."
Estes said that sports has been
helpful in achieving equality, but
only for men. She noted that it
has taken women like Nancy
Lopez, who were willing to take a
stand to achieve their goals, to gain
wha.t equality they have now.
Although the going has been
rough Estes is sure that women will
acheive total equality because
"determined tax·paying parents
who have daughters will demand
the same opportunities" that men
receive.

Self-Defense Seminar
Scheduled for Tonight
Nick Greenwalt
A workshop on self-defense and controlling violent situations wiii'be
held tonight at 7:30p.m. in Carlisle Gym.
"What we are trying to do is to give people with little or no training
instructions on how to control violent situations," said UNM karate
instructor Gary Purdue, who will be conducting the seminar.
He said the workshop will teach participants about their own potential
to control violence, teach 1an awareness of potentially violent situations
and teach how to control a violent situation when it can not be avoided.
He said he would begin the semin!lr by teaching people how to be more
aware of themselves and their surroundings.
"Instead of walking around unobservant, you should be alert; seeing
your surroundings .instead of ignoring them," Purdue said.
He said many situations can be foreseen and thus can be avoided by
seeking help.
"The seminar will also teach basic striking techniques that, even when
done improperly, will allow you to stun your opponent if you hit him
hard enough," Purdue said.
He said that the three prime areas to aim for when striking an attacker
are the throat, eyes and crotch. When kicking the assailant the knees and
crotch should be the target.
"Most people who are enough of an animal to attack someone on the
street will make tactical errors," Purdue said. "They leave targets which
should be concentrated on."
After an attacker is struck the victim should run to a well-lighted area
where there are people who might help, Purdue said.
Anyone attending the program, which will cost $2 per person, should
wear loose Clothing, Purdue said.

EL MIRADOR ARTS

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
custom Framing Service • Wet and Dry Mounting

l['~~,~· Lobo Women Lose to Texas Tech

~· ·

I.

'{1

Eric Maddy

The Lobo women's basketball
team lost to Texas Tech 98-76
Tuesday night in Lubbock.
"The score really wasn't indicative of the game," coach Doug
Hoselton said. "With two minutes·
to go we were only 12 points down.
We tried to foul to catch up, but it
didn't work."
Yvonne McKinnon led the UNM
scorers with 20 points. Debbie
Leeper had 14 points and Muff
Reinert added 10 for the Lobos,
now 9-11 on the year.
"The inability of our outside
shooters to connect was the di fference," Hoselton said. "The
combination of our shooting
guard, small forward and their
replacements were only eight of 30
from the field."
Acbctl Sartc:hnl
UNM will host Texas-EI Paso on
Saturday at I :30 p.m. in University Lori McConnell makes a pass during Saturday's UNM-Wyoming
game.
Arena.

~~~

PACIFIC MISSILE
TEST CENTER
Point Mugu, California
Located In Ventura County 55 miles
North of Los Angeles
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Cqsey Opticarco.
l

(3 doors west of Your Drug) ·

4306 lomas a1W~shlng1on
.
l65·8846

CLINICAL LAW PROGRAM
The UN~ School ol !...aw Clinical Law Program offer:; legal servlcos for studenls ilf'd staff
Th~ $?ry1ces. are furnished by qualilled law $ludeots under faculty supervlsion, AVI!IIubiJitY
Is lim•led to those WtJOso assets and Income do not ~;~xceed established guidelines $3 00
reg IstraHon 1~. Caii277·5~6S !otin!orm_atian and an appointment.
• '
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Lobo Gymnasts
Hit by Injuries;
Meets Cancelled
Physical problems have forced
the Lobo women gymnastic's team
to cancel meets this Thursday and
Saturday.
·
UNM was scheduled to perform
tomorrow against Oklahoma State
and Iowa State at Stillwater,
Oklahoma and then against Oral
Roberts and Washburn on
Saturday in Tulsa.
Lobo Coach Claudia Cagle said
lhat the problems were discovered
this weekend. Natasha Strelkoff
h~s knee splits, Chris Reiser has a
rnuscle irritati.on and Becky
Murphy has reinjured her knee,
"It's not really a hurt yet,"
Cagle said about Strelkoff's injury.
"People get them from running on
a hard floor and they usually clear
up pretty quickly."
She said that Rieser "is extremely strong but not flexible"
and that she put tension on her
arm that caused a muscle
irritation.
In September Murphy had an
arthoscope, which is a procedure
where a small incision is made for
exploratory purposes. A slight tear
in the cartilage was found.
Murphy said she hurt her knee
earlier in the year while vaulting
and that at last weekend's meet she
stood up and her knee popped out.
Murphy had performed in the
vault and the bar routine that night
before her knee went out. After the
injury, she went on and did the
beam and floor excercise.
Murphy had tests on her knee
yesterday but doesn't know what
the results are.
·"It is probably tom cartilage,"
she said about the injury.
She said she wasn't sure if she
would be able to perform again
this year.

DOS PRIMOS
1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059
'rh<'

Y~ld('.l" f!unlly

wrvlng Nt>w M<"xica ,;i!IU• 19J.l
OPI·NMond,wlhru ~rllurd<~y7·10:.i0

Enchilada Plate
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

!1,

limll1 per customer with coupon
hpil·es 2·15-82
non·translerable- no cash value
AI The Corner of Yale and Lomas

·----~-------------------~-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES:
~"\

We ~"1 ""
think of
one good
reason why
you should join
Applied Technology· on
the San Francisco Peninsula.
That's right We can't think of 'one' reason, because there ore just too many good reasons to advance
your future with us. To begin with, the sunny year 'round climate makes outdoor living exhilarating with
nearby mountains, beaches, and ocean activities In abundance. Excellent schools such as Sto~ford
San Jose Sto.te and Santa Clara University are all within 20 minutes of each other. Major sports teams wili
kE7P the av1d spectator busy 365 days a year. Gourmet restouranfs, casual shops, and big-nome entert?lni!lent, opera and theatre also make the Son Francisco Peninsula one of the most desirable areas to
l1ve m Amenca today.
For your own career growth, the reasons for joining Applied Technology are again many. There's the fact
that we are the World Leader in Radar Warning Systems, and we've nearly doubled our staff in the last
two years alone. The opportunities for professional growth are limited only by your own skills and desires
You'll enjoy associating with some of the lop professionals In the world, in a team oppraoch wner~
recognition and rew~rds go hand in hand, and where slale-ot-the-art technology today may be ancient
history tomorrow. If th1s type of environment sounds exciting and meaningful to YOLL and you wish to use
your talents to the fullest, then loin us now.
'

We will be infeiViewing on your campus
MONDAY, February 15th
At Applied Technology in the heart ?f Silicon Valley, you can expect an excellent salary and <;; comprehensive benefits pack~ge InclUding: FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS; medical, dental and eyewear programs, company.paid life 1nsuranc;: ret_lrement: credit union; 11 paid holidays; 12 days vacation the first
year; unused sick l~ave bonus; 100 Yo IUiflon reimbursement; ah employee referral bonus program with
CASH BONUSES from $300 to $3,000; and more.

I 10% DISCOUNT WITH U.N.M.ID I
3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
9649 Menaul Bivd. NE 299-0959

Come lake advantage of these exciting opportunities now, and enjoy western living at Its best. 11 unable
to meet our recruiter on campus, please forward your resume to:

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: February 22,1982
Contact your Compus Placemenl Office now.

For advanced Information call
Bob Valles loll free (800)235-5967.

College Recruiting Coordinator
645 Almoner Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

HALLMARK
RESUME SERVICE

We are an equal opportunity employer, m/1/V/h
U.S. citizenship is r€1qulred.
· ,.,,- -···-· 01 -~k.J~5.75

Professionally prepared for results.
Attractive rates. Word processor perfect.
We offer student discounts!
For an appointment call884·7101
A DIVISION OF' HALLMARK PERSONAL OONSU LrANTS

XL.

•l

P

,
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Applied Technology

$50.50

[\\JIIM.t,v..,
WF.!>'l\

<Y

A Division of ltek Corporation

ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
256·0000
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All Types of Matting • Regular and Non-glare Glass

Open Mon-Sol9 AM-5:30PM

IS.OOA.Iergon I(H -4.69,
. Call lor loW" prices on hard,
soft or seml;oJoH lenses

•j

ir~,
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10. Cardiogram
Today through February 12
Deadline is noon the
day before insertion

MMron Hall, Room 131.
{Ju.,1

'oti!Jlh

of BHliuqtJ

Open from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
.Special rate is 10 cents per word.

Classified
Advertising
1. Personals
IIHOOKE SlllliLJJS \VIIERt: ~re you? W~ now
h."~ C;ti\Jn Kl~m j~"''' for only S35.00 at ''More
th.tnlht~,.. , 101 Cornell S.U. (a~ roll from UNM),
214
SNOW I SNOW I SNO\VJ Wolf Creek i> "C'olurudo
'now •OIIIItry" "' you can bet ther~ Is excellent
'kung. Jmn U\ l'ebruury 19·21. Low ralc>l For more
mformauon. call 277·2336 or 277·5l5L
2112
A('l'ltHAn: INFOltMATION AIIOUY.. con·
lraccption, ~tc11lunuon, ubortlon. Right to Choose.
294·0111.
tfu
I'IU:GNA~C\' H:S'r!N<: & COUNSEI.ING, Phone
24' ~819.
tCn
PI\SSPORT, lMMIORATJON, J.D. photo1. 3 for
S6.1l0! ! l,owcst price! in town! Fast, pleasing, sltort
walk from UNM. Call 265•2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Stiver. Hours: 10·6 weckdnys, Saturday 9·$. tfn
CONTACTS·POUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Oplical Company on Lomas ]uu west or
Wa\ltington.
tfn
Wt; li()T lllSTRIIIUTORS. Prescrlpti~n-;;ycglasl
rr.1mc•. Greenwich Vollage (Lennon Styles), gold
rhitlcss. $54.50 (rcgulur $6$.00), Pay L•-ss Opticians,
~007 Mcnaul N.E .. nero" from LaBelle.!.
tfn
0'11.\' $1.35. nvo f;trm·frc•h cggs,lwt) homemade
~hcrt1u:U1 fn.'C: 'iUU,i.18C patlics, tWO ~1h.:~:~ oftoa~t, free
green dtili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Olury Care.
C'Mncr oT (iimrd, Ccntr~l and Monte Vhtu 268·
70-10.
tfn
lll\'ORct: ANil PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begin~ Feb. 9tn for ten Tuesdays, 1-9 p.m. Calf
llnrbaru Brown S83·0121; Walter Poll 266-3421.
215
Ss DttYS IIF$T Til' of the week. Daily Lobo will
p>y $~ for th~ best news ltp we re<:eive every wee~.
Smtrt:~' ca1t tcmam confii.lcntiul, but Editor mus.t
hitiC .1·our mtntc to I'"Y wmncr. 277-5656, ask for
tfn
Nc1"roont.
ARE \'Ol' A UNM >tudcni that ride> moto-cross?
Cali Joe Cn>urcttu nl the Daily Lobo, 277·5656.
2i3
lilt: llNM J,AW School Clinical Law Ptogrutn
t>lfcr' legal '"'"ccs Cor Mudents and Murr, furnished
o) qu.tltfre<l law >tudcnts under faculty ~upervilion.
A-.ul<rhiluy " htnncd to thule whme »sets and
lnt.:omc tin l1lll exce~tl eswbli!.hcLI guideline!~. $3.00
rcg•mauon re .... Call 277-5265 fur inrotrnation :md
nn ;1JlJ>Oll1tn1cnt.
2115
('OMING H:RRUARY 6 Mr. Gay New Me~ito
pa~c~nl· <peCilll cntcrtmnmcnt wrth Nuumi Shnl df
Hon110n, Tc.la<, Mi" Guy Untvcrlc 1?81·fur inure
onforrnauM cu11266-B$30.
2i7
MOTORCYCI.IST WIIO lilT 1vornan at Redondo
and Yale on Tue,duy Jun. 26 nl 12:1S or Witneslc\ 10
a«idcnt pk.lsc cull299-647il.
214
U:EI.I'IG GUII.TY7 PURCIIASF. your ftt'Cdoon
from needleS< guilt toduy! Send SI,OO and u >elf·
addrc"cd, stumped envelop< Ill: Guilt• Free, Suite t\•
Z, 451 W1tshongmn SE, Alb, N.M. 87108.
· :Zi5
··Rt:Frl.ANCE PHOTOGRAPHER. PORTRAITS
lo chhc·Up, high·spccd phenomena. Portfolio on
call. 262-0753.
215
MAZA TI.AN, SP.•:ND YOUR Spring nreak with Ul
1n the sttn. Contact Jeff, 242-5917, Keith 242·0824.
215
Pl.l\ VIIOVS, Pt:N1'110USil, PLAYGIRl., Oul,
l'laygorl~. buck l~lllc> 99 cents while >~pply lasts. V.
Price Rook~t. Rccon.ls, Magazine~. Uni\/Ct~ity at
C~nrtui.
·
2i8
C:O<iii·I,OOI\ING GUV needs uatc F'rluay or
Sollttrdl!y, 277·5389.
215
nNK~T SI;J,t;CTJO:<I Of unique and iruditionai
gtlld wcd<ltng •<ts. Chtttlie Romero Jcwders', 293·
69tli.
Sit
IIOMII'I'IIIF.f': ll0'-/'1' t'im<a:T ynur matches.
Thllllks. Spodcruian.
2i2

'--------.-~--...-----,
• SPECIAL
I

~ liji>r~~1
~~lTV \
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I

&

1 slice pepperoni

I

& mushroom pizza

II

~~ ~.~~~~.r!~.~ . ~~~ $1.45

I
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127 Harvard SE

'·>Ill l:l "' (rl!llfrtll

212
ltt:Al. WIIEIGNt;R TICKETS 277·3496.
WOIILI) CLASS TRACK and field ut the Ziu dasslc
this Ftitlay noght. C'on1e see some quick l.obos. 213
llt:'S UGJ.\' A Nil his Mama dress hitn funny. Vote
Leon Onffm ror Ugly Man on Campus.
2r3
HOI.I.ER J>F.R.DV ALB, Rebel; •·m11> Rucky
Moumllm Miners, february 15, 1982. Civio
Audnorium. Tickets available Ticket Master
Loearmn<.
2112

2. Lost & Found
J.OST, J.ADJF.S St:IKO watch in Woodward Hall,
J:'29t82:.(;'!J!_!\..!2!!~8·8941 PLEASE!,
215
f"OUNll MORNING n:B. 2 in Keller Hall· Drown·
rimmed bifocab In ted case. Claim at Marron Hall,
Rm. 131,
2/8
FOUNil: BURGANDV WALLET belonging to
Rebecca Turner. Come to Marron Hall, Rm, 131, to
~wm.

2/B

BROWN J.EATIIER GLOVE (man's). Claim in rm.
131 Marron Hall.
2/8
GRAY TADDY MISSING in action Lead and
University, caii242•48SO, piea>e, if ruuml.
2i3
CLAIM VOUR LOST possessions at Campu~ Pulice
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services
GUITAR l.F.SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
PROt"F.SSIONAL TYPING BY Engllsh/MA editor.
Vasl e>p<rience. with dissc·•utions, paper;. Editing
avaolablc. 266·9550.
3/1
A· I TYPIST· TERM papers, r~umes 299-8970.
2112
TYPING FROM Tllf; Word Co. We Usc a word
rrocessor for qUick turnaround time and accurate
changes. C'all247-2326.
2/26
HEARTBEAT MUSIC ~:NTF.RTAINMENT Service. Mobile Sound System, Lighls, D.J. Frutemity,
Soronty, Private or Dusmc» Parlies, 298·5028. 2i.l
TYPING PROFF.SSIONAI, QUAI.ITY. T~peright.
265·5203.
2110
CALl. ACULEX t'OR all word processing needs:
Theses, d•s>ertalions. resumes. 831 ·3181.
2i5
DO YOU WANT your papers, the1c~ and other
wriHr!n work to tenect your cOiiccpts in accurate aud
st~h•h English? For efficient proofreading at 50
cents per pugc ami cdoting at r!tgdtiable 1ates, C'.lll
Ms. Pcar~c at 268-?61 I evening~ and Weekends.

2i5
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: PIANO, theory, music
hiStOrY;. <~lso research and ~omulting. Qualific~.
monablc fees. 296-0396.
2/:J
WII.L TYPE TERM papers for stutlcnts or other
ml!ecllancous typing. Call 865·9122. after 6:00 or
247·2405 9;00 to 4:00.
2/8
CUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
styles. 867·3 I 58.
2126
TYPING· TtiESIS, DISSERTATIONS 1 Reports,
lcHcrs, Statistical, etc. Call An nita 299·3781. 2126

4. Housing
TilE CITAllEL-SlJP.:Rn locaUon near UNM and
downtown. nus service everY 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from S20S, 1\11 Utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and di>jmsal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV tootn atid laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494. 1fn
IIOUSt:SITn:R: I AM looking fut an apartmem or
h011se to houscsit during spring semester (ut earlier).

~~
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TJI.£ CATS

MEOlJJ

S£C0Nf;H~ND

ClOrHES
NEW $ t/S[lJ
f,,. WOMEN, MOJ tiCHILD/I.tN

/1/CWJI!./G MENS SHIIITS, FANTS &; JACKCTS
CLOTH!$ WANTtD Olf CO!IS/6/{Mr/ir

J/04 Uf{TRAL, S!'

l!SS ·8JJO

10 •5:JOMON·Fill

10-4

,';/Jr

E•ccllcnt references and .cttjoy gardenin~ attd yar·
dwork. Catlterlnc, 242·7228.
tfn
f'OR RENT: JWHCIF.NCV apartment, 1410 Gimd
N.E,. $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 s~curitY
deposn. fully furnish~d.sc!,'urity lo~ks and laundry
faciliti~s. No childr~n or pets, Please cull b~fvre 6:00
in the owning, 266-8392.
2/11
AYAII.A!lU; NOW. UTIJ.JTIF.S paid, E,r.F. ·I &
2 h~roams, 10 pcrc~nt l)ff for U.N.M • .\ludeuts,
cubic TV, J pools, Aspen Apartm~!tl>, 881-3570,
4SOI Shcpar<l Rd. N.E.
219
ON~;.mmRoOM SI9S. STUDIQ $185 furnJ\hctl
and utili!ies paid. Near UNM, 1218 Copper NE and
.200 Jcffcr~on NE, 842-6170.
•
2/4
FOR RENT, J.on;Lv, quiet neighborhood, one
room tlpartmcm, no kitchen utilit!e> except
refrigerator and hilt plate, Utilities paid, $100 per
2/S
month, 268·2202.
ROOMMATt;: NEF.nt:n. SH,\RE l~rge 3 bedr!>olll
hou;e, $100 plus 'h uiilittcs, cal! 877-8516,
2/3
CAMPUS NEARBY N.F.. House fully fenced,
cQrpcls, kids, p~ts, $100. Sun Rentals, rcusa!)le
'ervice, .262·175 I.
2/S
Oft' STANFORil 2 llllRM House equipped .kit·
<hen, kids $210, Sun R~mats, small (cc, 262-175 I,
2/5
SUN IIENTAI,S liAS over 600 vacaltcies. Suvo
time, suve gas, cull the experts, 262.1751, 3906
Ccntrul S,E,
2/5
SII.Vt;R/ GIRARD, SMALL hQuse, fenc.·d,
privacy, uppliunccs, more... $125. Cali Sun
Rentals, reusable service, 267·1751.
2/5
n:MAU: .ROOMMAU: WANTEil, 2 miles from
campus, Nice, clean, large, S97.SOimonth plus V.
~ics. C:.:•ll evenings, 842·9948.
2/4
ONE HALF BLOCK from UNM. Nice clean, quiet,
3-bedroom house to share, Completely furnished,
utilities puid $190.00 per monlh and $150,00 deposit.
265·3297. 243-2494, l 0-4,
2/9
IJOUSEMMATE WANTF.D: TO share 3 bedroom
house in S.E. heights. (Ridgecrest area 3 mi. from
caonpus). Fireplace, garage, yard, $142.00 month
pius one-third of utilities, Call Dan, 236-7864. .219
UNFURNIStJt:ll APARTMENT NEAR UNM·
TV I. SJ65.00 per month, Call242·91$8 or 242-708i •
219
•
lWO II LOCKS FROM UNM. Lurgc on~ be~room,
no pets, urilitit> paid, M1>dern aml clean $215
monthly. 206 PrincctonS.E. 266·1021.
2/3
OHICE .-oR RF.NT aerpsl rr<>m UNM. $70.00
month plus uri lilies •.121 Yulo S.E. 242·2222.
2/3
TWO BEilROOM APARTMENT in 4·ple~ near
Carli•le an~ Cundeluria. Curpet, drupes, $210 plus
UtilitieS 888·3000.
2/J
STl!I>IOUS, NON·SMOKINC: female needs female
r11ornrnute. Cute apartment convenient .$90.00
Monthly 842·1732 evenings.
217
FOR SA l.t: lWO bedroom, I bath 7 ,SOO down and
,~;,ume 8 percent mon. Cull Mike ut 821-4432. The
Vaughn Company.
2/3
FOil Hf;NT: EH'ICIENCY Apartment, $120; I
lkdroom, SI~O. Swimmmg Pool, bcuutirul view of
golr~our'Sc. Close to UNM and TVI, 1313 Wdlt!lcy
s.E. 256·7748.
212.1

7. Travel
GOT A Vf;N to wonder o.ut yond~r7 Say It here. lfn
Rlllf:RS WANTt:JJ l.llA VING for Detroit early
february. Ooin~ throu¥h Okhthumu City. St. Louis
nrtd Indianapolis. Call Jack 298-5577, ~
218

8. Miscellaneous

10. Cardiograms

WOOL I' ANTS, CAPS, SOCKS, nlovcs. Also flight
jackets, AIJ 8011UJoU' military quality stpff al grent
prices. Kuufma!l's, a real Army-Navy Store 504 Yale
S.E., 256·0000.
2/3
MAGA~INt:S 1897 TO 1981, 50 percent off, V.
Price nooks, Records and Maga>ines, University a.t
Cent rnl.
2/8
JAZZERCISE • l.AUGIJ, SWEAT, work yourbuns
off! llokona Dorm cellar, Tucstlay; and Thumlays,
7:00p.m., 268·6632 fl>r information.
2/8
BOD GRANT J;OR governor. Help a guy who's. gut
i! allto~ethcr. Give a couple of hours to get a qualily
governor. You' II Jeurn the real wprld of politics too.
292·1152, Paid Ct>r by Gtulli for Governor, Stall
Stutts, Treasurer.
2/3
FREE BEER, WINE cleo •. ov.er $75 coupolls, Dill
of Fare Restuurant Guide, U,N,M, Dook~tore. 2/12

9.

La~

M.A,(Siudcnt Mental Health S~rvlc<) «nd Melinda
H~ndmakor, P.A. (Student Wom~n' s Health Ser·
vi~e), Free to students enrpllcd for 6 or more hours.
For inrorntutio ~nct. individual prc·regis\ralion In·
octvicw call277-4537.
219
CPR CLASSES • FOR information and pre•
regi;tration c;tH the Studcnl Health Center • 277·
J 136. $3 fcc.
2/$
STOP WIPPl RALl,\' Sat., Feb. 6, r!U\ln, 2501 Yale
S.E. DOE Westinghouse H.Q, .Brin<'s the Jlollorn
Lind.
2/5
SMOKING C~;SSATION WORKSIIOP. 4 Week
i¢S)ion.
Const;hmlimts p~rtieipution r<!tlulred.
Session begins Feb. 15, Monday und Thurs~ay
evenings, 7:30·9:30 p.m. Appohtlments made at the
Studem Hcahh Cemer, 277·3136.
215
(lANCE TO TIIF. unlimited SQU!lds .of Southside,
Friday and Stuurday. Dance to PUtlk disco with
James Unlimited! Where? The Subw~y Stati9n,
2/5
nnw? 9-l~:JO.
FLAM~:NCO GUITARIST 111\NilY
Raw~s
rrcscntcd for your lunchtitnc .cmmnhnnenl In the
SUU l.ounge, Wc~ncsd~y. 12 110011.
214

SAY YOUR V ALJo;NtlNE'S Day message to that
$pCciJ! HhCilfl-thumpcr"
youn here, UIJdf;f
Cwdivgrums, whore it'$ bound to be read.
tf11
IIECAUSF; WF. t.on; the UNM students. ~ Cur·
diogrum will cost only ten cent; per word.
tf11

or

~~N.M. SKI CLUB
. Weekend Ski Trips:

Crested Butte, Purgatory, Telluride

Day Ski Trips:
Taos (530 '),Santa Fe($22 'I
• Includes Bus and Lift

CALL 881·7832

Noticias

GA Y·LESIIIAN STUDENT union, Tuesday, 2·9·82
7:30pm s.u.n. 2SOA or 25011.
2/9
TIJE STUIJENT VETERANS Association will hold
1hcir monthly meeting for the momh or Feb. (lll
Tues., Feb. 9, 1982 :n 7 p.m. in the Child Care Co2il0
Op, Mesu V1otn.
VALENTIN F.$ OA Y JJANCF.. Subway Stalloll Feb.
IJ 9;00 P.M. Oun~c with your favorite valemine 10
the fabulous sounds ofThtlm(ier.
2/9
GROUP TIU:RAPV BEC;INNJNG Thursday,
hhruary ll, the Student Health Center Mtlllal
Scmcc will offer a grour tlwrupy cxperionce focused
on omprovong one's soliill ~kill• and interpersonal
relationships. The group wlli moct on Thursdays,
2:00·3:00 p.m. ut lhc Studcnl Health C~nter.
Fn~rlitutcd by l'ut Dolan, R.N., M.A. lmd Michael
Jlaron l'h.D, For more lnfunnatiun aml a
prehminary interview cail277-4537.
2/9
ABORTION SUPPORT GROUP neglnning
Fcbruury 9, a SUpP\Jrt group for women who lravc
experienced an abortion will be offered at
Student Heath Center. Tucsda~s 8:30·10:00 a.rn. (or
six week,. Fadlitiatct! by Pat lJulan, R.N.,

1/2

PRICE

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

II••

5. For Sale
\H: IIOT J)JSTRIBUTORS Prescriplion eyeglius
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimlm. $54.50 regular 565.00. Pay Less Opticians,
~007 Mcnunl N.E. acro;s from Lunelles.
tfu
CAN'T GO! .-oREICNER tickets for sale.
flvcnings, 299·8688.
2/8
COI.LECTORS, RECORDS, MAGAZINES and
C"omo~s. 50 per«nt orr 111 l1 Price Books, Records,
ami MngaLines. UniVersity at Cemral, II u.rn. - 9
p.m.
218
WATER DEll KING $ize with padded frame
matrcsjes, thermo control, air .frame and barne~.
Call after Spm 247·9407.
2/J
IIP·41CV AND PERIPIIERALS, New calculator
$225, cord r~ader S ISO, printer $255, Wand $85,
math applications $10. Catl821·7007 evening,, 2/3
TO.DAGCAN 525, Scuba tank $70, IBM Typewriter
$15, Clarinet $15. Call293·9289.
213
19611 GAS MISt:R. Looks like Toyota, >trUtlured
like Volkswagen, answers to Renault. Dependable
$1i00,00 or? 294-3059 evenings, weekend~.
2/3
LEAVING TOWN- MUST sell1974 Toyota Corolla
- No major repairs. 51200 or bc:st of(er. Day 2774915, Righi 255•3871.
2/5
OH'ICE-SIZED WOODEN DF.SK with swivel chair
$200. Refrigerator SBS. Ce<illu 897-4711, before 9

~·

lNf"ORMATION ON ALASKAN and overseas jQbs.
$20,000 to $50,000 per year possible, Call (602) 998·
0426 Depr. 0924.
2/3
GRAilUAU: ASSISTANTS 1\ND Undergraduale
advisors:. Residence Hall Staff applicants b~ing
suughl. Eurr room, board, mortthly stipend.
Graduate Assistants also receive tuirion walvcr.
Apply: Associate Dean of Studcttts, La. Posada Hall
Deadline Cm G.A.'s March I; Advisor deaullr.te
FcbnHirY 12.
20
RF.TAII. cu:RJ( t'OR adult bookstore. Sales ex·
perlcnce lwlpful. CHI! 265·3739nooll·4pm.
219
16mm I'ROU:CTINIST FOR adult cinema.
Expcncnce desired. Call265.3739 noon·4pm. 0219

m

IIUSQUVARNA lSOCC J)JRT motorcycles 1975 and
1973, both rebuilt and clean. 881-7111, arter hours
266-6284 Matthew.
2/8
SCIIWJNN VARSITY, EXCELLENT condition.
$100, Greg, 243-0261.
.2/8
72 llOilGt: IJART f:XCF.LLENT condition inside
and oulsiJe. Radiul tires, AC, v,.V8 engine, and
mu¢h more for only SIS95.00 268-4428.
219
FREF.l BLOOilllOUND PUPPV. lfousetrained
and good wat~hdog. 6 months old. 344-4712.
2/3

6. Employment
PART·TIMt: JOB afternoons and evenings. Mu~t bt
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone call>.
please. Savewuy Uquor Stores at 5704 l.oonas NE,
.5516 Mcnaul NE.
4115
APPI.ICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
ro>~llon at the Girl s~out Summer Camp In the
Jcmc1 Mounluins. Needed arc: nurse, riding llaff,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides, Call 243·
9581 for more information.
2/4
SUMMER ORIENTATION JOBS available.
CoriduC£ ·l.!ampus· tours, assist ·new students, conduct
orientallon programs, and staff information bootlts.
Applications due F'cb. 19, Dean or Students Office,
Mesa Vista 1129, 277·3361,
215
OVERS~:AS JOBS
• SUMMER/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All Field~. $500.
$1200 monthly, Sightseeing, Free lnru. Write IJC
Box 52-NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
2/16
PART·TIME, WE ARF. taking application! for
patt·time ~ashier at v, Price Books, Unlvet&ity ti.l
Ccnlral. Apply in person, I I a.m. • 4 p.rn. only. No
phone cnlls please.
2/8
JANITOR··MAINTENF.NCE, 314 limo Days and or
evenings. CaU Art Sellfs 292-2298.
2/8
SUMMER
•;MPLOVMENT•COLORADO
Mountain Resort Emplpyer is seeking male and
female aprliea~lts for: Retail Sales, Food Service arid
nthcr retail oriented jobs. Mid May thtu Mid
Scrtcmber. For runhcr information write: Ntitlonal
Park Village North, 3450 Fall Rivet Roatl, Motalrtc
2/4
kotllc, Estes Park, Coloratlo,.B05.17,

MEN!--WOMEN!
JOBS ON !>IUI'Sl Anu.·rit·au.
Foreign. No experience rcquinod.
Excelleril pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or t·arcer.
Send S:J.()() f11r information.
SEt\FAX. Dept. E-ll Bn~ 2049.
J>ort An!.(clt•s. Washington 98:Jl1'l.

Back Issues • Collector;s
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records

EARN $20.00

Needed - 3 & 5 yr. old children
for f.lpproved research.

'12 PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

268-7480

[ CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tibetan
priest
5 Fish eggs
8 Po tributary
12 Wolfhound
13 vase
14 Grasp
15 Decayed
17 Deduce
19 Hinder
20 Put off
21 Girl's name
23 Food program
24 Land meas•
ure
26 Pastime
28 Stitch
31 Teutonic
deity
32 Inlet
33 Pronoun
34 Moccasin
36 Strong
38Soak
39 Norse god
41 Alaskan city
43 Mistake
45Uquld
48Gasped
50 Morel
51 Arrow polson
52 Ventilate
54 Discord god. dess
55 Tigers, e.g .
56 Female deer
57 Let II stand

4 Fed the pot
5 Hurry
6 Conjunction
7Goal
8 Concur
9 Floats
10 Plunge
111mltator
16 Sea eagles
18 Redact
22 Dress protector
23 Sewer
24 Corded cloth
25 Mouths
27 Lubricate
29 Female
sheep
30 Damp
35 Horn
36 Father
37 Below
38 Sharp reply

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

40
42
43
44
46

Is overfond
Clubs
Saga
Frog genus
Great Lake

47 Remainder
49 Mom and 50 Before
53 zeus's
beloved

DOWN
1 Garnish
2 Century plant
3 Tangled

I,'

'1

